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CONTEXT
The area of the architectural commitment is
centrally located in Ronneby and consists of
the area around the travel centre and Kilen,
a former industrial area.

city

Kilen

Kilen, which is the main area for a future development, is on the west side of the railway, in between
the railway and the Ronneby River. Today it consistst
mainly of an empty asphalt area. The only buildings
remaining are an old wooden warehouse and a logistic building in metal sheet. The logistic building is still
in use and with contract until January 2016. Around
the travel centre there are, besides the railway and bus
station, parking places for bicycles, cars and buses.

brunnsparken

North of the planning area is the city centre and to the
south lies different kind of businesses. Further down
south lies the famous Ronneby Brunnspark. Directly
on the east side of the planning area lays apartment
buildings and on the west side, on the opposite side of
the river, lies Blekan a picturesque and cultural valuable housing area with big villas.

harbor
sea

Blekan

Kilen

Travel center

Industri/business area

Ronneby Brunnspark
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QUALITIES AND POTENTIALS
Ronneby and the site has many qualities that one can
build on while developing the Kilen area.

Ronneby river

Ronneby city center

Ronneby station- Local travel center

Neighbouring business - solar equipment
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THE RIVER
The site is situated next to Ronneby river, which gives
it identity and increase the values of the site. The river
is literally the history of Ronneby. The town was once
founded in the sheltered location, where the river
makes a bend, 4 km up-stream from the sea. In history the river was important both for energy production and transport of goods and people. Just north of
the Kilen area was the inner harbour located. During the spa period the river was used for transporting
people from the city centre to the spa in the Ronneby Brunnspark and also out to the sea, to Ekenäs and
Karön. In the development of Kilen there are possibilities to bring the history alive and strengthen the
qualities that the river gives.
THE CENTRAL LOCATION
The site is very centrally located, next to the travel center and in between the city centre and the
Brunnspark - three major target points in Ronneby.
The central location means that it’s for example near
both to shops and culture, in the city centre, to parks
and leisure, in the Brunnspark and to commuting
transports. It’s also near to the rest of the facilities in
town like schools, day-care centres and sport facilities. With improved walking connections this gives
great potentials for a convinient life in Kilen, where
service can be reached by foot.
THE CONNECTION TO THE WORLD
The location near the travel center, which includes
both buses and trains, connects the site to the rest of
the municipality, to Blekinge and to Malmö/Köpenhamn. Even the airport is not far, only about 5 km
north of the site. This means that Kilen is a good spot
for activities that need to be reachable from long distance and by many. But this also means that Kilen is
the first thing one meets while coming to Ronneby by
train and that it’s therefor important to create a beautiful, welcoming place that presents Ronneby.

THE GREENERY AND THE LANDSCAPE
Ronneby is a green town, due to a big number of villa
areas quite central and the wild nature that surrounds
the town. The town hasn’t got many central parks,
but a huge park with Ronneby brunnspark that are
accessible by foot from the city centre and from the
site. But on Kilen it self it´s hardly any greenery today. Many of the old trees along the river are also in
bad shape, due to age and sickness. While developing
Kilen, there is a big potential of increasing the biodiversity and making the place green and welcoming. It
will increase the attraction both for travellers coming
to the train station, for pedestrians and bikers going
along the river and for the neighbours in Blekan.
THE ATTRACTIVE NEIGHBOURHOOD
On the other side of the river from Kilen is Blekan, a
housing area with cultural values, and further down
south is the historical Ronneby Brunnspark. Both
Blekan and the park originate from the spa period,
around the late 1800´s and consist of big well-preserved, wooden houses in “swiss architecture”. Nedre
Brunnsvägen, along the river, was for a long time the
only connection between the city centre to Ronneby
Brunnspark and the road were lined with kiosks and
pavilions. Blekan will give Kilen greate value as being
a beautiful and characteristic neighbour and the park
will be an important target point for walks, leisure
and sports. The development of Kilen has the potential of strengthening the connection between the city
centre and Ronneby Brunspark.
THE DIVERSE COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LIFE
South of Kilen is a business/industrial area that contains a wide range of different companies; Technology companies like Flextronics, Eco science, Alfa Laval
and Orbit one and Health and wellness companies
like Wellness studio, STAC (Scandinavian Top Atletic
Centre) and Capio medical centre. A little bit further
south is Soft centre with some 90 companies including the learning centre Kunskapskällan and the showroom of Cefur. Here lies also the Water jet research
laboratory, which is a part of a cluster within water
jet cutting in Ronneby. And in Ronneby Brunnspark
lies the conference and Spa hotel, The visitors centre
Naturum, smaller companies in the media sector and
popular cafés. This means that there are a lot of companies, workers and visitors that can have an interest
in what happens in Kilen and also take part and benefit from the development in different ways.

Ronneby Brunnspark - Forest

Ronneby Brunnspark

Blekan - Historical kiosk along the road

STAC
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The barn- Existing building on the site

Existing granit stone blocks on the site

THE SITE AND THE EXISTING STRUCTURES
At the same time as Kilen is a very centrally located
place in town, it’s not just an ordinary extension of
the town. Due to the location between the rail and
the river and the triangular shape it is a very well- defined and independent area with a strong character.
This can be used when one wants to highlight the
area and present it as, for example, an area for human
health and ecology. The flat and empty space in Kilen
also makes it technically easy to develop. The only existing buildings are the red barn and the building of
the logistic center. Both buildings are owned by the
municipality. The logistic building is a quite simple
building with asphalt floor and no isolation and in
quite bad condition. Some part has a concrete platform on a higher level. The roof height is about 4m.
Parts of the building can possibly be transformed to
other use, indoor exhibition, workshop, recreation
etc. But it may be difficult to incorporate this in to
a new development in the longer term. The red barn
is a wodden building with no isolation. It gives some
character to the place. So does the quay, that before
was used for loading goods between the river and
the railway. There are also a number of granite stone
blocks that could be used in the development.

CHALLENGES AND POTENTIALS
There are also some challenges that need to be taken
care of. The development of Kilen can be a part of the
solution on how to address these challenges.
NOISE AND RISK
There are some risk and noise restrictions from the
railway. There are risks of derailing of trains and accidents involving hazardous goods. Today there are
no goods traffic on the railway, but the development
has to take in to account the possibility that this could
occur in the future. In the assessments that have been
undertaken the conclusion is that risks are at an acceptable level with a buffer zone of 30 meters between
the nearest rail track in use and the nearest building.
Noise from both road and rail traffic will impact the
area, but the major dimensioning factor is the rail
traffic. This means that if buildings for housing shall
be placed nearer than 45 meters to the railway they
have to be built with methods that lower the noise.
Rail restriction- 30 meter buffer zone
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THE POLLUTED SOIL
Within the Kilen area there have been businesses
which have caused pollution to the surrounding land.
Investigations undertaken shows that there are levels
of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) och aromatics that can be harmful to vegetation and humans.
The conclusion is therefore that measures need to be
taken to eliminate possible risks. There is a possibility
to do so with phytoremediation, which is a process
with vegetation and bacterias to clean the soil. The
land can possible be used during the process if there
are wooden structures built as walkways.
BARRIERS AND MISSSING LINKAGES
Today the site is centrally located but the accessibility
to Kilen, both for pedestrians, cyclists and cars are in
some parts low. Kilen can be reached by car only from
the south via Fridhemsvägen. By foot Kilen can be
reached both from south and north via a combined
bicycle and pedestrian road. In the north there is a
pedestrian railroad crossing and a bridge crossing the
river. The railway is the most obvious barrier, but also
the river and the Fredriksbergs Bridge are barriers
that affect the access to the area. Also todays use and
design of Kilen is of course a barrier, both physically and mentally. While developing Kilen the barriers
can be reduced by new connections and bridges and
by a nice and welcoming design.

Contaminated soil

THE ECONOMICAL SITUATION
There is an economical challenge in finding financiers
for the development of the site in a town like Ronneby, which has challenges with stagnation in population growth and few job opportunities. Even if the
population has shown a slight net increase in recent
years, the population is not grooving as the municipality wishes. Ronneby has a high unemployment
rate among young people. This also means that a lot
of youngsters leave the town.
There is a potential in the development in Kilen to
create an innovative and job creating environment
for existing and new companies. Ronneby has also a
great potential for tourism that need to be developed
further. Kilen can be a door step to the tourism experience in Ronneby.

Barriers
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IMPORTANT STAKEHOLDERS
The development in Kilen will affect the business,
trade and industry for existing, neighbouring companies and in other locations such as Soft Center. The
development of Kilen has some important stakeholders that can act to implement the transformation and
be an active part, but there are also stakeholders that
are affected by a new scheme.
Railway

Indystry area Telefonen. Photo: ABRI

Kalle Löfqvist åkeri AB.

Kalle Löfqvist åkeri AB.
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The Railway has plans for more transportation and
has recently opened up a new connection to the Poland ferries that will pass Ronneby in the future.
ABRI is the municipality owned Property Company that also acts to support the business development in Ronneby in different ways. ABRI has a total of
176 000 sqm in 12 different locations. According to
Dennis Roberteus CEO, ABRI has some parts not occupied, but these premises are often surrounded by
other tenants, and difficult to use in a rational way.
Some companies are located in premises built for industrial use but now used for many other business
activities, for example STAC, the Capio med clinic
and Wellness studio. These companies are using the
industrial buildings in a good way, but the exposure
and surroundings could be better. There have been
some demands for expansion from the industries that
has put pressure on the facility managements plans
for the premises. ABRI could definitely be an important stakeholder for the development of Kilen in the
near future when new expansions and establishments
occur.
The transport terminal where Calle Löfqvists Åkeri
AB has its activities is owned by the municipality that
bought it about five years ago. They then made a lease contract with the transport company that brings
about 500 000 SEK/Year in lease. If the company continues its activities in Kilen for some years, it means
that this money could be used for some of the first
investments in remaking the Kilen area. One of the
problems is that heavy transports have a disturbing
impact for the experience of the area. There are now
solutions today were to relocate the terminal. Building a new terminal means investments for ABRI or
the Municipality. Ronneby needs the terminal and
maybe it can be relocated to other premises when
other changes occur for Ronneby industries.

For Ronnebyhus we have interviewed the chairman
of the board Ronny Pettersson. Ronnebyhus sees
many of the qualities of the Kilen area in the same
way as we have recognized them. They see the importance of increasing the activities in Ronneby city by
letting more people have a chance to live and work
there. New housing in Kilen is a great chance to make
that happen. If Ronnebyhus is going to develop new
housing in the Kilen area it has to be a project with
quite high exploitation. Buildings up to 8-10 stories
might be the solution. The area can have a landmark
that defines the area in the city and from the Brunnsparken. It may give great views to the river and over
the city for the people living there. Maybe the top
floor can offer public access. The houses can have
mixed use. Kilen is so close to city and service that it
is very suitable for elderly people.
Cefur is a very interesting and important part of
Ronneby´s aspiration on new green development and
healthy environment. It is situated to day in a quite
closed and remote location on the ground floor in
Soft Center. A more open and visual location in Kilen
would create opportunities for more visits and dialogue. This will increase the activities in and around
Cefur resulting in new business potentials for Ronneby. Cefur and Kilen can be a national center for
sustainable development, research, and green technology. The focus on Cradle to Cradle is one of these
important strategies.
The Water Jet Lab is the only one in Sweden and it is
hidden away in Soft Center today. Ronneby is a cluster for companies and technology in this filed and this
has to be more exposed as a part of Ronneby´s unique knowledge and business. If the Water Jet Lab is
located in the Kilen area it will have the opportunity
to market Ronneby as the Water Jet City, increase the
interest for the technology and create new businesses.

Kalle Löfqvist åkeri AB. Foto: ABRI

Ronnebyhus housing area. Photo:Ronnebyhus

Cefur exhibition hall. Foto:Cefur

Water jet cutting
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BoKlok houses. Photo: BoKlok

BoKlok houses. Photo: BoKlok

STAC training studio

Sofi Flinck/ Jr vinner javelin 61,40 m
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HSB, Skanska, BoKlok, Peab, Riksbyggen, Kärnhem, Hem-1 are examples of possible housing developers for Kilen.
HSB built the housing on Glasbrukstomten between
Kilen and Brunnsparken in 2007 consisting of 27
apartments in three houses. It was a project with little
too expensive apartments for Ronneby. The sale took
time and HSB bought some of the apartments so they
could finish the project. HSB do not see it possible to
start up a new project in Ronneby in the near future.
In order to get the interest from these developers,
the cost for property land must be low, even at the
Kilen area. At the moment Ronneby has fairly cheap
houses on the market and a lot of vacancies in flats
to rent. However, there is a demand for housing for
downsizers wanting a comfortably life, elderly selling
the house, young people seeking their first home. The
right developer with the right type of housing and
business case might succeed. In order to attract interest it is also important that the area is cleaned from
contamination, has sound barriers by the railway, and
looks attractive. The master plan must be open for
different types of housing and layouts.
This is the situation today, but if the transformation
of Kilen to ECOpark Kilen is implemented, it is going
to be a unique place to live, and that will create an interesting market for developers. The Green building
scheme and activities will be something developers
what to be associated with and a part of.
STAC stands for Scandinavian Top Athletic Center.
A unique venture for professional corrective functional training. Cecilia Wulfing CEO and Joakim Dettner describes STAC as a holistic centre for both top
athletes, companies and their personnel and people
that really want to change their way of living. Companies that want their personnel to feel good about
themselves and do a great job. Top athletes have the
possibility to try training, food and balance in a new
way. Among other things for example work with periodization of training according to the Tudor Bompa
system. To days facility is 1700 square meters and situated in a functional location on the upper floor in
the industrial building south of Kilen. Unfortunately,
STAC is quite hidden away in this location, an could
be much better exposed. STAC is actually building on
the history and traditions that once were the activities
for Ronneby Brunn and Ronneby Brunnspark. Now
in a modern way, with science and digital technology
as a part of the aspiration to the one of the leading business in the world in its field. STAC attracts a lot of
costumers from Scandinavia and Europe, and brings

about 300 hotel reservations to Ronneby each year.
Ronneby has a strong cluster of health and wellness
activities with STAC as a strong anchor. A more visual location in Kilen would strengthen the identity for
Ronneby as a City of health and sound lifestyle. “Den
Moderna Kurorten”. STAC would like to have better
SPA facilities with the possibility to have training and
treatment in water. An outdoor activity park would
mean that training could be a part of the many healthy activities I Kilen. If STAC can be placed in a new
building it would be possible to attract new industrial
business to the location they have today.
Region Blekinge is one of the founders and financiers of Media Evolution. Media Evolution is a media cluster and a member organization that works to
strengthen innovation and growth within southern
Sweden’s media industries. To achieve that they run
projects and offers services in three areas: Venues,
Market Creation and Competence.
The Media Evolution City in Malmö is an open workspace for people that wants to work together with
others in a creative environment. Here one can rent
an office space per hour, day or week. Services like
reception, mailbox, copy and printing is there, as well
as a good coffee / canteen. You can have meetings and
meet others in the same situation.
If a business activity centre like this would start in
Ronneby it should not just focus on the media industry, but have a broader field of work and activities
in mind. This platform could create contact between
people and businesses that lead to new constellations
and ideas. New companies and new development will
occur that brings growth to Ronneby. Placed in Kilen
this centre will be close to the railway station and the
city. It will be visual to others and have understandable size. The nice and creative open rooms will inspire
others to be a part of the activities. When new companies are established and growing, they will move to
other locations like the Soft Center, and leave room
for activities. Region Blekinge and Media Evolution
can be at active part in a Network Platsform in Ronneby.

STAC studio Photo: Dettner

Media evolution city Photo: S Borg

Media evolution city Photo: S Borg

Media evolution city Photo: S Borg
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ECOSience is a high tech company developing and
producing ecoefficient energy systems. The company is situated next to the Kilen area. A showroom
and a Lab for research and education are in direct
contact with the production. ECOsience is working
with local based suppliers and are aiming to build a
cluster around Eco energy and Eco housing in Ronneby. ECOsience ECOScience uses fully recyclable,
lightweight materials in a new, compact design – an
industry novelty. The innovative system is modular
expandable and plug-and-play ready for easy installation and simple operation. The ECOScience energy
system can be connected to all energy sources such
as thermal solar, heat pumps, pellet burners, district
heating, and also to conventional heating systems.
The ECOScience energy system can be connected to
all energy sources such as thermal solar, heat pumps,
pellet burners, district heating, and also to conventional heating systems.
The company can see themselves as a natural part of
the development of Kilen and will fit perfect to aspirations for the area. Today, the showroom and lab not
so visible to the public, but situated in the Next Step
Centre in the heart of Kilen, it will become a very interesting part of the information centre.
People of Ronneby as stakeholders, means involving
people I dialogue of many different levels. This is a
very important part in the development of Kilen and
a normal part of modern city planning. The dialogue
starts directly in connection with the summer exhibition and should be continuous throughout the process.
A pavilion in the area as an info centre placed in the
area, landscaping and the renovation of the Red Barn
in motion will attract attention. Signs and mark-ups
in the area will make the plans understandable in the
big scale.
In our work with the Kilen area we have spent a lot
of time in the area and we always end up in discussion with people passing by. The interest and hopes
are huge.
There are a lot of target groups to identify and involve.
Children and Young people is our future but are often
overseen in this case. Finding a way to deal with this
group is one of the keys to success. The Kilen dialogue
can involve a local and global network of knowledge
that will set a new standard for eco city planning and
attract interest for the development in Ronneby. The
Kilen workshop with architects from near and far is
a very good example of this type of network that has
got interactional attention.
14

ASPIRATIONS & GOALS
”Sweden’s first neighborhood, that leaves
a positive footprint and not less negative”.
We like to create a comprehensive Cradle to
Cradle spatial development in Kilen where
diversity, coherence, identity of the place
and the possibility of change is tied together
with a C2C development. By using 3 simple
“landscapes”; water-, green- and activityscapes. We create, not only an urban development that enriches the surroundings but
also provides, added value for the people in
Ronneby.

Kilen will introduce a new district of Cohousing and
working in Ronneby. A cohousing of living and working units, were people have chosen to live and work
together as a ‘healthy neighborhood community’. A
place where a new mix of private and public spaces
coexist, where human relations help to reduce the
complexity of life and where great attention is paid
to sustainability and energy production. Integrating
a new concept of spaces designed for continuous improvement and high flexibility.

Kilen as the future heart of Ronneby:
•

•

•

Network platform - creating an inspirational platform
for interdisciplinary network and collaboration, generating a value based business model and lifestyle by
branding human and ecological health.
Healthy material platform - being a pioneer, creating
the first Nordic standard for healthy sustainable and
regenerative buildings. Integrating a unique symbiosis, between business and living, in shared spaces and
mixed use.
Blue and greenscapes – creating a landscape and spatial
design based on green-blue underlay of biodiversity.
The green- blue “scapes” as a beneficial link between
building elements and the physical layer, including
various flows, as water, air, food, energy and planned
activity-scapes .

When looking at area development ‘Doing right
from scratch’ means that, from the design stage on,
the various functions of living, working, recreation,
transport, nature, food production, etc. are fully integrated. The quality of the “scapes” and built environment in Kilen will ensure a safe, healthy and pleasant
environment for its users. The C2C aspirations implemented in Ronneby, also should promote a new
branding effect, for business as well as lifestyle style,
being attractive for new developer’s and inhabitant’s
ensuring a growing population in Ronneby. Using
material repletion as a value based business model
that defines new dimensions of quality to generate
benefits for builders, suppliers, building occupants,
operators, owners and users.
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KILEN PRINCIPLES

Our soil, water and air are healthy

We are native to our place:

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

reinforcement of ecological main structures by planting
new trees
creating connectivity to Ronneby city, sea, river and parks
through Kilen area development
creating water- and greenscapes as spatial design based on
the existing green-blue underlay and biodi-versity
Kilen, a new integrated city district of Ronneby
maintain and strengthen the “Red Barn” historical element.
use of local building materials

Our waste is our food (closing the cycles):
•
•
•

•
•

education and engagement in healthy human and ecological life style
promotion of short supply chains of locally produced food
green waste, food waste, waste water investigated for energy
recovery in combinations with the existing waste and
energy infrastructure, using thermochemical conversion
processes. Using biomass and waste to create oil, char and
gas.
development of the area with closed soil balance and
closed water loops.
application of C2C-certified materials in infrastructure and buildings

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

phytoremediation of contaminated soil in the beginning
create soil balances and closed cycles of excavated soils
by reuse, protection against erosion and avoidance of
contamination
create water balances and closed cycles by the use of
rainwater, dual piping systems, low water impact appliances, infiltration and water retention
prevent toxic offgasing and offwashing from buildings
prevent and reduce emissions into ambient air
as little as possible disturbance of soil layers
use of biological and organic fertilizers and soil fungi
or char
closed water cycles with natural purification and infiltration
green plants for eleminating fine dust from ambient air
Bio digester
Criterias
- Material health
- Material revitalization
- Renewable energy
- Water stewardship
- Social Fairness

Technical and
bio nutrients
Material passport

The sun is our income:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sufficient biological insulation
orientation of the houses and structure
expansion and connection to existing energy supply
integrated solar panels in roofs and walls, combined
heat and electricity if possible.
energy conservation by energy-efficient buildings
use wind power
use thermal heat from the river
encourage the use of technologies which can reduce
CO2 emissions as first movers in the field

Use/Maintainance
Return/ Disassembly

We provide enjoyable mobility for all
•
•
•
•

Food/Products

We design enjoyment for all generations
•

CO2

•

Biological waste

Urban farming

CO2

•

•
•

Biogreen pyrolyse

Bio oil
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•

•

5%

Bio char (Fertilizer)

public transport attractive; rental bicycles, parking,
electrical car leasing
greenparking and carpool are the priority
develop local railway traffic by more stops i Blekinge
green airport connection by train

CO250%

promote (local) tourism
services and open spaces easily accessible for all
act socially responsible
design for disassembly, continues improvement and
maintenance
integrating activityscapes as for ex Skateboardpark
playgrounds and learning activities for children
sports activities parks

We create diversity in all scales
•
•
•
•
•
•

provide opportunities for diverse innovation, creativity and sustainability (the C2C network lab)
generation design with high flexibility
diverse and mixed use, workshop, office and habitable
area integration
“shared spaces/ownership” as a diverse business model
promotion short supply chains of diverse locally produced food
diverse transportation, carpool, short term leasing of
bikes and electrical cars.

•
•

Kilen will increase the population
Ronnby by 20 % in 10 years:
•

•
•

GOALS
In Kilen, products, materials and systems are
100 % safe for human and nature:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Green walls and roofs , cultivable small gardens and
common urban gardens
Wetlands which shall handle the climate challenge
Local pants and rear plants
New habitats and large scale of diversity

In kilen we recycle 100 % water and the
daily biological nutrient flows (waste):
•

•

•
•

in

Involve people in and outside Kilen, based on a notion
of resource sharing, economically beneficial common
initiatives, shared ownership and healthy life style.
Diversity and ownership of solutions and initiatives as
an integral and visual part of the area.
The food community, garden communities, networking etc.
Continuous improvement and optimization and sharing knowledge as integral values.
One stop shop
Gardening
Permeable surfaces

Using biological materials for the benefit of future
products and construction, operation, mainte-nance
and indoor air quality.
Creating a Nordic standard for healthy sustainable &
regenerative buildings. Defining materials and incorporate recommendations for maintenance and recycling in a material passport.
Design should in all aspects be designed for disassembly, allowing flexibility, maintenance and re-generation
of the materials in the future. Easy separation ensures
also a short installation period and therefore an integral part of the entire design and building process.

Kilen will increase biodiversity by 100 %
exponential each year over 10 years:

The wastewater is treated and reused in toilets to
replace normal drinking water.
Projects with payback period of maximum 5 years

collecting

Water purification
Washing cars

r
Wate
Toilets

Washing clothes
Cooling
•

•
•
•

An extended C2C lab & showroom, being a frontrunner and lighthouse showing solutions for 100% use of
healthy materials & and new reuse of biological nutrients introduced in the buildings.
Tourism business develops
Health industry develops around STAC and Ronneby
Brunn
Increased collaboration between exsiting and new
businesses leads to development and new jobs.

The design process will necessitate a total economic
calculation to determine whether there at, the starting
point or at later date, should establish thermochemical conversion processes, using waste biomass from
homes, offices, and gardens. It will ensure that all biological material from Kilen remains as resource, and go
back to earth as carbon and fertilizer (Char) for new
production.
Use of energy potential by organic fraction which is
a renewable energy source that can provide heat and
electricity for the common use.
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THE PROPOSAL

Scacpes

When the new Kilen Area is established and
connected to the surroundings, it is going
to be an attractive area for business, living
and social activities. This will open for different kind of potentials that can make the
area unique in many ways. When planned
with Cradle to Cradle as a mind-set and with
sustainable innovations, it will attract developers and businesses that aspire to be in
the same field of development.

BASIC PLAN IDEAS
DIVERSE LANDSCAPE
The basis and the start for the development in Kilen is
the creation of a new landscape; a development from
today’s monoculture till tomorrow’s biodiversity, a
landscape both for plants and people. The landscape
is created in three principles; the green scape, the activity scape and the water scape. In these three different areas the vegetation types are varied from dry to
wet and from cultivated to wild. Different activities
take place in the different areas, but there are no precise boundaries between them.
INCREASED ACCESIBILITY
Connections

It´s crucial to increase the accessibility to, from and
through Kilen so that the area is brought alive and
that good conditions for housing and businesses are
created. New connections are also needed and created to improve accessibility between the city centre
and the station to Ronneby brunnspark. Sustainable
transports are rewarded and new walking and bicycle
connections are created as ”Walkscapes”, ”Runningscapes”, ”Activityscapes” and ”Bicycle scapes”.
A VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES

Activities
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Places where one can experience the area in different
ways are created; places for activities, for relaxation
and for work. The different activity- spots are created
to be used both by the people living and working in
the area and by the people in Ronneby wand visiting
tourists. The activity- spots are of different types, for
example places to cultivate vegetables, places for sport
and play, places to open up a business, places to sit by
the river or places to have a coffee in a green- house.

Old inner harbour

Energy sticks Windpower collectors
Hydro energy hub
One-stop-shop-market

Bio park
Pavilions for culture and
start-up businesses
Railway station
Waterscapes
Strolling path

New connection to Kilen from station
Bio energy plant
Next Step CenterThe Cefur Building and Material Lab

Fast lane for bicycles
Square
Relaxing spots
along the river
Tourism
information

The Red Barn The C2C Network Lab
Greenhouse - Greenroom
Café & Restaurant - cultivation
Greenscapes
Grocery store and carpark
Car pool and car rental
Green parking on side of road
Houses for flexible use
Living and working

Rain gardens
Walkscapes

Urban farming/Gardens
Bicycle connection

River crossing
Dome of visions
Activity park
Scandinavian top atlethic center
Waterscapes
Green parking

MASTERPLAN
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creating new ecological structures
planting trees and nature
phytoremediation
establish water-scape
(plants/wooden platform)

collection of rainwater
greening station

open the stationcrossing

greenhouse
agricultural gardens

GREENSCAPE

2015

WATERSCAPE
WORKING/LIVINGSCAPE

activating the Red Barn
C2C network platform
Cefur+Material Lab
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greenhouses with
café and restaurant
DHL leaves the site
station marked place
"One Stop Market"

pyrolysis
biowaste for biofuel,
biochar & biogas

new green parking
priority carpool & electrified cars

expanding water activities

new connection to the Blekan area

expanding food production

new Eco Grocery Store (Old Bus parking)
and multi storey car park

hydro power

purification
air and water

2025

reuse wastewater
expanding athletic center
STAC

housing development
mixed use/shared spaces
"Co-barn Housning"
the Dome of Visions
Food and Health center

greenhouses and
generation design
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A BIODIVERSE LANDSCAPE
THE IDEAS AND CREATION OF THE LANDSCAPE
One of the most important qualities in the Ronneby
neighborhood is the beautiful sceneries and magnificent landscape. People are longing for living close to
this nature. The landscape around Ronneby are creating an experience and biodiversity that we want to
incorporate in the Kilen area.
By enhancing the biodiversity, ecosystem services will
be created that can clean water, clean air, grow food
and provide recreation. The outdoor environment
will strengthen public health, affect outside local climate and inside climate in a good way and also give
recreational opportunities. Greenery contributes to
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cleaner air , higher humidity and trees provide shade
and protection against wind and rain .
The first step to renew Kilen, is creating new ecological structures, green landscape and planting trees.
Existing trees and green areas are to be preserved and
taken care of. A nice enviroment will attract people ,
business and developers to establish new life in Kilen.
We are dividing the area in three different parts – the
greenscape – close to the railway, the acitvityscape
in the middle of Kilen and the waterscape – closest
to the river.

The greenscape consists of wilderness, small parts of
the forests and glades on the new bank to the railway. This will provide a psycological wall towards the
tracs. Line of sights from the city, the station area and
the one-stop-market-place, creates contact and vision
to the river and the different activities going on in the
area.

Through the activityscape the activitylanes cross the
area.

The waterscape is the area closest to the river where
the banks lower into the river or reaches a small pier
or jetty. The fast bicycle trac and the strolling paths
passes through this area in different meandering
shapes. The strolling path is the one closest to the rivThe buildings are situated in the cultured part, called er, you will not be in a hurry here, you really have to
the activityscape, even though the greenscape and look to all this life on the river and on the ground.
the waterscape simmer into the activityscape. The
activityscape consists of urbanfarming, playspots,
small parts of the Ronneby nature – a little bit more
cultured, housing, business and people working.

Illustration: Konrad Wójcik
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INCREASING BIODIVERSITY
Green structure affects biodiversity. The city’s green
areas are also habitats for plants and animals. Connecting larger areas with a variety of environments,
with a rich content of species, provides the conditions
for biodiversity, which in its turn contributes to social
and recreational values. Forest edges , old trees, dead
wood, waterways, wetlands, and a culture and forests
with long continuity favors the rich plant and animal
life. It takes a long time to create the values of
 green
volumes and heights available on the site today. Save
all existing nature/vegetation on the site, even if its
roses, older alders or weeds and make it a part of the
new landscape.Since we want to create the real Blekinge biodiversity we suggest to plant mostly wild vegetation divided in diferent vegetationtypes.
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The areas will be planted as soon as possible. Start
with the trees. Some of the light seeking trees can be
planted as small individes in groves together with
those secundarie/ancillary that need some covering
the first years.
To announce the nature we use some exotic trees and
also the stonewalls remaining on the site to divide the
rooms of the landscape.

CLEANING OF WATER AND INCREASED WATER
CONNECTION
In all the scapes we want the water to be seen as a
resource. The rainwater falls onto the green roofs,
on the mostly permeable surfaces, on the green and
simmer down through the soil. Close to the houses
consisting of hard roofs and also close to the hard
roads we suggest to make raingardens, channels and
immersions in the soil to take care of the rainwater
and to prolongue the way to the river and the groundwater. This means we clean the water in Kilen. This
also means we are announcing the river in the whole
area. Everywhere you go in Kilen you will feel the water and its way.

Planting examples- The greenscape:
•
A nutritional oakwood with a filling of hazelwood, hornbeem
and maths of herbs such as: Cardamine bulbifera, Galium
odoratum, Melica iniflora, Mercurialis perennis and Stellaria
holostea
•
Wooded pastures and birch paddocks with elm, ash, beech,
linden, birch and herbs with dry meadow vegetation like: Campanula persicifolia, Festuca ovina, Lathyrus linifolius, Luzula
campestre, L multiflora and Silene nutans .
•
Birch and aspen forest with Ajuga pyramidalis and Luzula
pilosa, Primula veris with ashes and limetrees.
Planting examples- The activityscape :
Consists of cultured vegetation with parts of urban farming, vegetables, fruittrees, cultured flowers and grown green walls with fruits,
grapes, nuts and parts looking like the park.
Planting examples- The waterscape:
Consists of a vegetation that is in a damp transitionzone with the
remaining and some newly planted alders close to the edge of the
river and on the dryer meadow on the higher levels. Plantingsuggestions: Salix caprea, Alnus glutinosa and some oaks. Suggested
herbs is Caltha palustris, Cardamine amara, Iris psudoacarus,
Carex acuta and Leersia oryzoides

Illustration: Konrad Wójcik
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PHYTOREMEDIATION
The first step in creating the landscape is to clean the
soil from contamination. We want to use a method
called phytoremidation, which is a way to clean the
soil with help of vegetation. In this way the site can be
planted as soon as possible and the place can be used
from the very start. People can be allowed to stroll on
log bridges through the areas, where phytoremediation are taken place. Information about phytoremediation and biodiversity can be given.

There are different methods of phytoremedation,
for example phytoextraction (plants are harvested),
phytodegredation (plantmetabolism that changes the
pollution to a clean substance), phytostabilization
(plants together with soil stabilize the pollution so it
can’t leak into the groundwater) and rhizofiltration
(plant roots absorb substances in flowing water). In
each case, toxic concentrations decrease in the contaminated substrate.

Phytoremediation is a timeconsuming process, but
Phytoremediation is very much in line with Cradle different pollutions and substances take different
2 Cradle philosophy, since the materia that have to amount of time to clean from the soil. According to
be removed from the site is so much less then with EPA (USA Naturvårdsverk) for example lead can be
traditional soil cleaning (about 1%). The method also cleaned up with Helianthus annus to 67% in three
years (if harvested 3 times a year).
decreeses the cost.
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Areas that are lately polluted is the fastest to clean.
Since the soil in Kilen has been polluted for a very
long time, it may take longer time to clean it away.

For further information se following studies and
full-scale trials:
•

The possibilities to use phytoremidation in Kilen has
to be further investigated. If the hot spots can´t be
cleaned in time, the flexible buildings have to be built
smaller not to cover those areas.

•

•

•

•
•

LID Tecnichal Guidance Manual for Puget Sound,
2012. Appendix 6: Phytoremediation plant list
Meers, E., B. Vandecasteele, A. Ruttens, J. Vangronsveld & F. M. G. Tack (2007) Potential of five
willow species (Salix spp.) for phytoextraction of
heavy metals. Environmental and Experimental
Botany, 60, 57-68.
McCutcheon, S. C. & J. L. Schnoor. 2003. Overwiew of phytotransformation and control of
wastes.
“Fytoremediering – Att rena mark och vatten med
växter” Sammanställning av utförda arbeten och
studier som examensarbete i Ekosystemteknik av
Åsa Andersson och Matilda Svensson, 2007
Fullscale trial in Svalöv kommun, BT Kemi, Teckomatorp
Fullscale trial in Sollerod/Holte gaswork,
stefantrapp stt@env.dtu.dk
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CLEAN MOBILITY

The train - importantnt even in the future

The future of Kilen will emerge gradually over a ten
year period. This also applies to the transport solutions. The proposal for Kilen gives priority to pedestrians, cyclists and commuters with public transports before car traffic. Consideration has been given
the noise and the risks from the railroad and the possibility that cargo may be introduced on the railroad,
which will result in a safety zone of 30 meter from the
rails. Within this zone no permanent buildings have
therefore been placed. Buildings close to the railway
are feature with materials that handle the noise from
the train and the traffic noise from the bridge.
DOCKING TO THE AREA
Fridhemsvägen, the existing road along the river, will
be shortened and only go up to the parking place for
the industrial area Telefonen. The motor traffic to Kilen will instead dock from Metallgatan, through the
existing entrance gate to Wellness studio and further
north along Angelskogsvägen (the bridge) and the
rail into the area. The first part of the road (that exists
today) is used by lorries with freight to Eco Science.
This means that the road going into Kilen will be shared both by vehicle coming with freight to Eco Science and vehicles with freight to new business in Kilen
and also by a number of private cars, however most
cars will be parked on the east side of the railway in a
new parking house with green facades.

Easy way of mobility in Ronneby

INCREASED CONNECTIONS FOR PEDESTRIANS
AND CYCLISTS
The area provides good connections for pedestrians
and cyclists in both north-south and east-west direction. In Kilen paths are created to encourage people
to walk around and experience different places and
activities in the area. Paths for different speed and
purpose are created, for example strolling paths along
the river and rapid, direct cycle routes for those wanting to go directly from city centre to Brunnspark.
A new railway crossing is created, from the local travel centre to Kilen. The crossing will be right in front
of the railway station. Today there are booms between
the station-side and the western platform. In the proposal there will also be booms between the western
platform and Kilen.

The railwaystation - close to Kilen
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If it in the future (because of freight trains) will be necessary with a multi-level passage, there is space enough in the proposal to make a tunnel. It is then important that the tunnel is wide, light and welcoming
so that the place doesn’t feel unsafe. The slope and the
edges around the tunnel can also be activated with,
for example, benches and stairs facing south.
Two new walking connections over the river are created; one north of Kilen, in the historical Inner harbour, along the railway bridge and one in the middle
of Kilen towards Föreningsgatan on the Blekan side.

Parking house with green facades

There will also be a new connection with an bicycle
and pedestrian road from the bridge in to Kilen.
GREEN PARKING
The central location of the site and the proximity
to the local travel centre enables a minimization of
parking places. This creates harmony with the area’s
intentions to be sustainable and inspired by Cradle2Cradle.
The majority of cars are placed in a common parking
facility on the east side of the railroad, where there today is a bus parking place. The bus parking is moved
and a grocery store is built with a car-parking in the
groundfloor. In the premises there are also space for
a car pool and/or electric car rental place. The houses
and facilities in Kilen can be reached from there via
the new railway crossing in front of the station house
and the new connection to the bridge and the grocery
store.
In Kilen there will be a parking space in the very
south and also alongside the new street, on the rail
side. The parking’s will have a high proportion of greenery, created by trees and grass reinforcement that
will contribute to good permeability. Parking places
will have charging possibilities for electrical vehicles.
For the remaining area no cars are allowed but the
delivery of goods and emergency vehicles are allowed
to dock.

Electric vehicle

Parking with a high proportion og greenery

Bicycle parking’s are strategically located and with
weather shelter and lock possibilities for those living
and working in the area. Bicycle parking for visitors
occurs in direct proximity to the entrances.

Good connections for pedestrians and cyclists
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THE RED BARN CLUSTER
ACTIVATING THE RED BARN -THE FIRST STEP
By starting up the Kilen transformation by renovating the red barn / warehouse we can directly create
a network platform for new and existing businesses
in Ronneby. This will bring attention and activities to
the Kilen area from day one. The red warehouse is in a
fairly good condition and has an important role in the
history of Kilen area. The building is an old warehouse that had a long traverse through the building that
could reach out over the river and over the railway.
Goods could be loaded on both sides and transported
to the opposite side and also stored in the warehouse.
A stone pier by the river is a remaining part of this
construction.

Illustration: Konrad Wójcik
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The timber frame is visible inside and makes it possible to create too floors. The floor area of the warehouse is about 500 m2 and with a second floor it can
reach to about 900 m2. The house has to be isolated
and technically equipped in coherence with the C2C
intentions. More windows and openings have to be
integrated to bring daylight in and make contact to
the outside. When the building and its closest surroundings is open for public, the start of the new development for Kilen is set to go.
This will be the first step to create an inspirational
platform for interdisciplinary network and collaboration that will generate a value based business model and lifestyle by branding human and ecological
health, and is one of our aspirations for the Kilen area.

THE C2C NETWORK PLATFORM
This is the locally and international orientated
Network platform for people that wants to work and
collaborate together with others in a creative open environment.
Many people today are working everywhere and
nowhere. The internet revolution gives us the chance to work in many different situations and locations. There are a lot of people in Ronneby working
part time at home and the rest at their company in
another city as Malmö or Stockholm or elsewhere in
the world. When at home in Ronneby many would
like to leave home and be a part of a professional
network platform. International, national and local
ideas and knowledge will be shared. There are new
businesses starting up that needs somewhere to work.

Together with other business they will have a lot of
mentors around. Many small businesses just need an
office space a couple of days per week and don’t want
to rent an office that is empty most of the time when
they are on other locations. Companies with up to
four employees are welcome rent a separate space or
work in the open areas. When their business grow to
more than four, the will move and expand in other
locations at the Kilen area or the Soft Centre. This
kind of network platforms are popping up all over the
world creating a whole new way of looking att officies
and workspaces. Big companies in Sweden today are
planning their office facilities with fewer desks than
employees, and expect their personal to work at other
locations like for example this network platform or at
home.
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CEFUR OFFICE AND THE MATERIAL LAB
Cefur is an important stakeholder in the future development of Ronneby and the Cefur showroom and
office should move here to make it more open and
accessible to the public. Cefur can serve as a focal
point for business collaboration and innovation and
generate new opportunities for Ronneby in the area
of Cradle to Cradle inspired business and technology,
green energy and sustainability.
We need better knowledge about new and existing
materials, what happens when they are mixed together and when used over time.
How are we going to recycle and keep the materials
qualities constant? En exhibition for materials, both
indoor and outdoor, can be established in connection
to Material Lab and Cefur. This will make Ronneby
unique in Sweden and an important actor in Europe,
in this new and important field of business. Water Jet
Lab and Tarkett could be a part of the Material Lab.
THE GREENHOUSE- A GREENROOM FOR
MEETINGS AND KNOWLEDGE
The next phase of development is a kind of greenhouse that is connected to the old barn by glassed passages. It is an extension of the activities in the red barn
and here exhibitions and meetings can take place. It is
not a traditional greenhouse but a transparent house,
built by glass and wood.
Inside green plants and trees grow, the air is humid
and the climate is warm. This is an environment not
seen in a public building in Ronneby before, containing a new café and a restaurant that uses products
grown in the greenhouse and the area around. The
greenhouse is one of the exiting new places to visit
on the walks around the Kilen area. It will be the new
centre for celebrating healthy lifestyle and ecological
health.
NEXT STEP CENTER – THE CEFUR BUILDING
When the red barn and the greenhouse is filled with
activities and business and Cefur has developed further as a generator for green technology, business and
research, a new unique building is to be built on the
northern side of the barn. This building will be an
open and active building with, material lab, workshop
and testing facilities that will attract attention internationally. It also contains the Cefur showroom and a
material exhibition. This building is connected to the
Bio Energy plant and the Bio Park with its pavilions.
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BIO ENERGY PLANT
In the Bio Energy Plant green energy production is
made visual and understandable. This is a round building that contains different kind of energy production systems to be evaluated and tested. Development
and optimizing new energy systems is one of the key
issues for the technical business of Kilen area. The
Bio Energy Plant will provide an essential amount of
energy for the area produced by various systems with
local energy resources. Today the company ECOsience has a lab for testing solar energy and heat exchangers that can be a part of Next Step Center and Bio Energy Plant.
PAVILIONS
The many small pavilions in the Bio Park contain a
lot of different activities as art installations, small businesses, information, exhibition and room for contemplation and play. They are all build for testing how
to make healthy, sustainable and regenerative buildings, that are the frontrunners for new buildings
standards of Kilen.

Bio park

Passage

Bio energy

Cefur

Red Barn

Square
Greenroom

Inspiration to pavillions
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THE SQUARE – THE HEART OF KILEN
A passage leads from the train station across Kilen to
the river and creates an urban square where it meets the Red Barn and the Next Step Centre. This axis
brings a visual contact through the area and to the
activities and events going on and is one of the important entrances to the Kilen area. All materials used,
should be in accordance to the aspirations of biodiversity and healthy ecological environmental friendly
materials.

THE MARKETPLACE AND
ONE STOP MARKET
The marketplace zwill be the new meeting point on
the way, connecting Ronneby city and ECOpark KILEN.
The market place will initially consist of small mobile shops, a “one stop shop” movement, not just a one
stop in the station but also focusing on local biological food production and collaboration. Local farmers
together with food producers will join in a new established food community with focus on high quality
local food production reasonable prices. The mobility of the food together with the central placement

at the station ensures potential amount of customers.
Get your healthy breakfast on your way in the morning, leaving you electrical car at the charging station
next to the train station. On your way home in “rush
hours” you can buy an ecological take away dinner
or the groceries needed on the daily market for fresh
food. The one stop market place is just the first step to
a larger indoor market place in the future.
The one stop shop should be expanded over years,
to include not only food but also other businesses.
The first step in implementation of a one-stop-shop
model is companies offering a full service concept.
One-stop-shop/market as a concept for full service in
food, housing, gardening etc. There is significant business potential for such a concept, by the C2C goal,
reaching a 100 % human and Ecological health in
ECOpark Kilen. With the listed roadmap and activities in Ronneby and ECOpark Kilen the potential to
establish business for healthy food, gardening, food
production, building concepts, building products etc.
should be of high potential. Incentives are tailored
so that buisness and goals consistently support each
other beneficially. In general support should be given
to those actions that strive to whole-building and service solution instead of single solutions in the ECOpark Kilen.

Illustration: Konrad Wójcik
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Popupshop in a container

Popupshop in a container

Just stay for a while

Inpiration Square of Kilen

Äggaboden
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HEALTY & FLEXIBLE HOUSES & AREA
THE STUCTURE
The houses are placed in the Activityscape in contact
with the Greenscape.
The orientation of the buildings creates views through
the area to the river and waterscape and gives optimal
sun orientation for solar panels on the roofs. Between
the buildings are intimate gardens with different
themes and design open for everyone. There are areas
for urban agriculture and activity parks for social and
healthy leisure.
The houses are from one, up to four stories. Lower to
the river side and higher to railway side.
If higher buildings are planned in the area they should
be placed in the southeast corner by the bridge.

Illustration: Konrad Wójcik
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THE HOUSES
All the buildings are designed for flexible use and can
be built in various systems where the building components can be demounted for reuse in new buildings
or for new components. The houses can be built in
massive wood, or a combination of steel frame and
wood in an open panel or modular system, that easily
can be adapted in to new functions. Energy systems
like solar panels shall be integrated in the construction. Green roofs and facades will add ecological and
esthetical positive values. The buildings should have
a fair amount of openness to the outside in order to
activate and use the landscape and bring in daylight
and living qualities. A variation in architectural form
and expression will bring diversity to the area. Innovative constructions and ideas can be tested in the pavilions before applied to the new buildings in Kilen.
All buildings are built according to a Cradle to Cradle
manual that are constantly revised and updated. The
area will serve as a European innovation platform for
green architecture and healthy living design.

BARN HOUSE DESIGN
In the USA and Australia the Barn House as has been
model for modern architecture over many years. In
Austria and Switzerland wood construction and wooden facades has played an essential role modern architecture. The Swedish building company, Aresund
Living Ab is working with a type of houses called
Ladhus (Barn House) inspired by the architecture of
the traditional Scandinavian barn, transformed in a
modern concept by skilled architects.
Developed over thousands of years, this building type
has many advantages still relevant today. They have a
logic and light construction that allows flexibility. The
roof protects the building from rain, snow and sun.
The facades can be light and transparent. The pitched
roof is perfect for solar panels.
The existing warehouse in Kilen is a form of Barn
House can serve as a model for new housing and represent Swedish building tradition.

Greenroom

Buildings for mixed use

Dome of Visions

Barn House Eelde by Kwint Architects

Barn House Eelde by Kwint Architects
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DOME OF VISIONS
The Dome of Visions is a Danish building concept
designed by NCC together with the architects Kristoffer Tejlgaard and Benny Jepsen. The dome is intended specially to inspire and to challenge regarding
the solutions for the climate challenges to come. The
Dome of Visions is based on the ideas conceived in
the 1940s by the American futurist and architect
Buckminster Fuller. It is 10,5 meters in height and
has a diameter of 21 meters and a floor area of 350
m2. Inside light buildings can be built regardless of
climate etc. and the room can be filled with plants like
a greenhouse. The Dome is aimed at challenging the
construction industry and construction material manufacturers. Concept idea: “How can we create buildings that are both sustainable in the broadest sense
and simultaneously energy-optimized? How can we
develop cities if we must balance both daily life and
ambitious climate goals?” It can be erected in 14 days
and serve as an exciting new indoor environment
in Kilen and in Ronneby. The Dome of Visions has
been erected in Aarhus, Copenhagen, Bornholm and
Roskilde is often used for concerts, readings, debates about architecture, business seminars, exhibitions
and even “camps” in which students and the city’s creative lights meet for days to immerse themselves in
the new challenges of architecture.
In Kilen area The Dome of Visions can be a platform
for information and knowledge about healthy living.
How one can take care of the body and mind to live
a life with grate quality. How the food of the season
is prepared and cooked from the ground. The activities are crated in cooperation with a lot of different
stakeholders in health, care, food, restaurants, etc. in
Ronneby about healthy living with participants like
politicians, experts, visionaries. The Dome could be
the centre for these talks.

Idea to the STAC building
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NEW STAC BUILDING
Today the Scandinavian Top Athletic Centre is located in the second floor of the industrial building
south of Kilen. The building contains areas that works
fine with STAC needs, but it is a quite anonymous
location, and the connection to outdoor activities is
missing. When the demand for more floor area from
the industry is actualized in the premises, STAC can
move to a new more open and well situated building
in the Kilen area. Together with other stakeholders in
the same filed, they can help to build on the Ronneby Brunnspark´s tradition and identity. The building
should be multi flexible and adoptable for differnt
needs.

ENERGY
WASTE EQUAL FOOD
The link between waste and profit creates an economic incentive for increased diversion of organic waste.
The impact of this shift should not be understated.
Reconnecting profit to the reuse of waste creates an
economic “engine” that has the potential to shift metabolic flows, reconnecting the two ends of the extended food system.
Infrastructure plays a critical role in shaping both metabolism and urban form. We suggest a waste management system based upon thermochemical conversion of biomass, plastic and sewage waste. It includes
a pyrolysis system that extracts useful substances to
be used as energy. This would directly affect metabolic flows by closing the loop between organic wastes
and food production — a major step toward the cyclical metabolism of the Green City development. In
addition to these direct impacts, a thermochemical
conversion (pyrolysis) of biomass has cascading impacts upon city form. These secondary effects appear
to be supportive of increased urban greenery, “cleaner” waste streams, increased permeability, and a city
morphology that connects the city with its hinterlands.
Pyrolysis generates syngas, bio-oil and biochar in varied conditions. The energy in the synthesis gas and
bio-oil can be used to generate electricity, heat and
other purposes. One of the advantages is that is that
the pyrolysis can be carried out locally in the relatively small scale, opposed to combustion that has to be
carried out in large scale to be effective. We suggest a
symbiosis between the public biogas plant in Blekinge
as a large scale system and the private small scale local
pyrolysis as a new business case in Sweden.

Food/Products

CO2
Biological waste

Urban farming

CO25%
Biogreen pyrolyse
Bio char (Fertilizer)
Bio oil

CO250%

electricity from the sun but also hot water by integrating hybrid solar collectors in a well-designed integrated solar hybrid collector as roof material. We suggest
developing this concept as a part of a new business
model in the “C2C lab”. The solar income, harvest by
roofs and south orientated facades should represent
varies technologies in order to create a small test platform for the development in solar power.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monocrystalline photovoltaic modules
CISG solar cells, copper indium gallium sulfur selenium compounds.
Organic hydrocarbons – dry sensitized solar cell
Thin film solar cells using evaporating techniques
Multiple solar cells
Energy generating and light influencing materials,
black silicon, as a lightning element in the landscape
Green algae batteries based on cladophora algae, as
lightning elements in the landscape.

WIND ENERGY
A type of wind power, carbon fiber poles harvesting
wind energy with piezoelectric elements are under
development. A new type of wind energy concept
as a landscape element, for how wind energy can be
transformed into electricity. The high poles or “Wind
Pyrolysis of biomass and using of the produced bio- Stalk’s” has a base with piezoelectric wafers which
char to farmland contribute to both production of bi- produce electricity when the pole sways and presses
oenergy and carbon sequestration in soil. The return the elements together. A smaller version of this mayof biochar have positive effect on soil fertility, which be suitable for the area.
counteracts the adverse effects by the removal of the
biomass for energy purposes. There are also other
positive effects by creating the biochar by storing co2
in the ground and not released to the air as emissions
adding to the global warming effect.
SOLAR POWER
We integrate solar power in Kilen as a part of the
south orientated “barn roof ” structure. All south orientated roofs have the possibility to harvest, not only
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MATERIAL PASSPORT ECOpark KILEN

MATERIAL UTILIZATION
Materials and habitat design to eliminate the concept
HUMAN & ECOLOGICAL HEALTH
of “waste” with intentional nutrient cycles to Retain
In a Cradle to Cradle reality resources are maximized
the full value of the nutrient, 100% recovery and upflowing materials used again and again. Here it is imcycling
portant that materials have a passport, so they can be
identified, upcycled or recycled at the highest level
available, by the information we have about the prod- Renewable power:
ucts or materials. The more detailed the knowledge is, Material flows in the future Kilen powered by renewable energy where manufacturers positively impact
the better we can make the right choices.
energy supply, ecosystem balance, and keep carbon
As a new community developed in Ronneby, we like in soil and vegetation 100% renewably powered.
to show that it’s possible to set out high quality both
in human and ecological health. Creating living hab- Water stewardship:
itats, inside as well as outside, contributing to healthy We like to handle all water in ECOpark Kilen localliving. This is done by a new material standard for ly just like natural ecosystems do. Creating a natural
healthy sustainable and regenerative buildings as a system using trees and plants to absorb the rainwater
material passport demanding a set of minimum crite- and by that increase growth and diversity. Therefor we
ria’s to the materials used in the Kilen Development. like to imitate these water cycles in ECOpark Kilen.
We create different water”scapes” like watergardens
The material declaration should be an extended en- which change according to the amount of rainwater
vironmental product declaration (EPD) which is a falling. We choose permeable pavement where it’s
standardized way to quantify the environmental im- possible.
pact of a product or system. The future standard for
We will collect rainwater for gardening, washing
human and ecological health criteria’s contain inforclothes and toilet flushing to save portable water.
mation on the environmental consequences of the
acquisition of raw materials, energy consumption We will use biological methods inspired by nature to
and efficiency, content of materials and chemical sub- clean the wastewater, when have separated for pyrolstances, emissions to air, land and water and waste. ysis the rest will need a purification process.
Treat water as precious resource by encouraging efProduct and company information is also included.
fective management and use strategies. Water out is
cleaner than the water coming in.
MATERIAL HEALTH
Design products that are safe and healthy for humans
and the environment from production to use to reuse.
•

•
•
•
•

Avoiding problematic substances contained in the
product: guarantee no substances in the product from
C2C’s “No Go” list
Guarantee no substances in the product that is listed
on the labor inspectorate list of carcinogens substances
If using Nano materials, include documentation of carcinogenic substances should be evaluated.
Following Indoor air quality standard EN / DS 15251
under “very low offgassing”
Healthy working environment in production and construction

Social farirness:
Responsible business operations and ethics for all
stakeholders, including the supply chain and the environment.
Bio digester
Criterias
- Material health
- Material revitalization
- Renewable energy
- Water stewardship
- Social Fairness

Technical and
bio nutrients
Material passport

Use/Maintainance
Return/ Disassembly
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3D sketches from the process - to understand this area.....
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SUMMARY
The area of the architectural commitment is KILEN PRINCIPLES:
•
We are native to our place
centrally located in Ronneby and consists of • Our waste is our food (closing the cycles)
the area around the travel centre and Kilen, • The sun is our income
•
Our soil, water and air are healthy
a former industrial area.
•
•

CONTEXT

•

We provide enjoyable mobility for all
We design enjoyment for all generations
We will create diversity in all scales

Ronneby and the site has many qualities that one
can build on while developing the area; The river, GOALS
the central location, the nearness to trains and buses • In Kilen, products, materials and systems are 100 %
safe for human and ecological health
that connects the site to a big geographical area, the
greenery and the landscape, the attractive neighbour- • In kilen we recycle 100 % water and the daily biological
nutrient flows (waste)
hood Blekan and Ronneby Brunnspark, a diverse and
•
Kilen will increase biodiversity by 100 % exponential
commercial and industrial life near to the site and the
each year over 10 years
site itself with strong defined borders and some cha•
Kilen will increasing the population in Ronnby by 20
racteristic elements, such as the barn and the quay.
% in 10 years

There are also some challenges that need to be taken
care of; The noise and risk situation from the railway,
the polluted soil, the infrastructure and river barriers
and the economical challenge of finding financiers for
the development, in a town with stagnation in population and high unemployment rate. The development of Kilen can be a part of the solution on how to
address these challenges.

THE PROPOSAL

ECOpark Kilen will be the new green, healthy and active neighbourhood where innovations and social life
thrive. The development will open up for a healthy living environment, business opportunities and places
for social interaction and leisure. Good connections
and walking possibilities through the area will connect ECOpark Kilen to the river, the city centre and
the Brunnspark. Good train connections and innoIMPORTANT STAKEHOLDERS
Development in Kilen will affect the business, trade vative businesses and health and tourism initiatives
and industry for existing comneighbouring compa- will also connect the area to the rest of the world. The
nies and in other locations such as Soft Center. The development of ECOpark Kilen will enrich the surdevelopment of Kilen has some important stakehol- roundings and provide added value to the people in
ders that can act to implement the transformation Ronneby.
and be an active part, but there are also stakeholders
that are affected by a new scheme.
The future of Kilen will emerge gradually over a ten
year period. This also applies to the transport soluASPIRATIONS & GOALS
tions. The proposal for Kilen gives priority to pede”Sweden’s first neighborhood, that leaves a positive
strians, cyclists and commuters with public transfootprint and not less negative”.We like to create a
ports before car traffic. Consideration has been given
comprehensive Cradle to Cradle spatial developmethe noise and the risks from the railroad and the posnt in Kilen where diversity, coherence, identity of the
sibility that cargo may be introduced on the railroad,
place and the possibility of change is tied together
which will result in a safety zone of 30 meter from the
with a C2C development. By using 3 simple “landsrails. Within this zone no permanent buildings have
capes”; water-, green- and activityscapes. We create,
therefore been placed. Buildings close to the railway
not only an urban development that enriches the surare feature with materials that handle the noise from
roundings but also provides, added value for the pethe train and the traffic noise from the bridge.
ople in Ronneby.
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Old inner harbour

Hydro energy hub
One-stop-shop-market place

Bio park
Pavilions for information, culture and
start-up businesses
Railway station
Waterscapes

New connection to Kilen from station

Strolling path

Bio energy plant
The Next Step Center Cefur building and Material Lab

Fast lane for bicycles

The Red Barn The C2C Network Lab
Greenhouse - restaurant - cultivation

Square
Relaxing spots
along the river
Tourism
information

Rain gardens

Greenscapes
Grocery store and carpark house
Car pool and car rental
Green parking
Houses for flexible use.
Living and working
Urban farming/Gardens

Waterscapes

River crossing

Dome of visions
Activity park
Scandinavian top atlethic center
Waterscapes
Green parking
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ENERGY

Food/Products

CO2
Biological waste

Urban farming

CO25%
Biogreen pyrolyse
Bio char (Fertilizer)
Bio oil

CO250%

Bio digester

MATERIAL PASSPORT
Criterias
- Material health
- Material revitalization
- Renewable energy
- Water stewardship
- Social Fairness

Technical and
bio nutrients
Material passport

Use/Maintainance
Return/ Disassembly

Gardening
Permeable surfaces

collecting

Water purification
Washing cars

r
Wate
Toilets

Washing clothes
Cooling
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We suggest a waste management system based upon
thermochemical conversion of biomass, plastic
and sewage waste. It includes a pyrolysis system
that extracts useful substances to be used as energy.
Pyrolysis generates syngas, bio-oil and bio char. The
energy in the synthesis gas and bio-oil can be used to
generate electricity and heat and the bio char can be
used as soil fertilizer.
We integrate solar power as a part of the south
orientated “barn roof ” structure. The solar equipment
should represent varies technologies in order to
create a small test platform for the development in
solar power. This could be a new business model
and a part of the “C2C lab”. Also new types of wind
power, carbon fiber poles harvesting wind energy
with piezoelectric elements and hydro power from
the river are tested in the area.
As a new community developed in Ronneby, we
like to show that it’s possible to set out high quality
both in human and ecological health. Creating living
habitats, inside as well as outside, contributing to
healthy living.
There will be a material passport to follow in the
development of ECOpark Kilen. This passport
demands minimum criteria’s to the materials used.
The material declaration should be an extended
environmental product declaration (EPD) which is
a standardized way to quantify the environmental
impact of a product or system. The future standard
for human and ecological health criteria’s contain
information on the environmental consequences of
the acquisition of raw materials, energy consumption
and efficiency, content of materials and chemical
substances, emissions to air, land and water and waste.
Product and company information is also included.

THE MARKETPLACE will be the new meeting point
on the way, connecting Ronneby city and ECOpark
KILEN. This place will consist of small mobile shops,
a “one stop shop” movement, not just a one stop in
the station but also focusing on local biological food
production and collaboration. Get your healthy
breakfast on your way in the morning, leaving you
hybrid car at the charging station. On your way home
in “rush hours” you can buy an ecological take away
dinner or the groceries needed on the daily market
for fresh food.
THE LANDSCAPE in Kilen will be developed to three
different types of vegetation zones from Blekinge.
The “waterscape” – close to the river – consists of a
variation in the topography, wet and dry zones and
diverse vegetation. The “activityscape” is the Kilen
garden – where the urban farming, the housing, the
business and most of the acitivities are situated. Then
there is “the greenscape” with the bank towards the
railway with a dense volume of trees. You are welcome
to walk, cycle, run, work, shop and farm in all of the
”scapes”.
THE HOUSES are designed for flexible use and can
be built in various systems where the building components can be demounted for reuse in new buildings
or for new components. The houses can be built in
massive wood, or a combination of steel frame and
wood in an open panel or modular system. The forms
relates to Scandinavian building traditions transformed in a modern way. The buildings are planned to a
have a fair amount of openness to the outside in order
to activate and use the landscape. The orientation of
the buildings creates views through the area to the river and waterscape and gives optimal sun orientation
for solar panels on the roofs. Between the buildings
are intimate gardens with different themes open for
everyone. There are areas for urban agriculture and
activity parks for social and healthy leisure.
THE RED BARN/C2C LAB is the first step towards
creating a new business model in Ronneby, a unique
symbiosis between existing and new stakeholders,
strengthening knowledge already existing in Ronneby
today. We will create a new open network platform in
the Barn, where the common goal for all co-workers/
companies are creating products, knowledge and
consultancy in human and ecological health. Using
products and developments 100 % safe to human
and nature in ECOpark Kilen as a concept to be used
in future C2C area developments in Scandinavia.
Around the barn and lab a restaurant and café will
be developed. The small pavilions can be rented for
cultural and business-purposes.
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1

Branding

2014

starting yearly events for human
and ecology health. Establish
webpage

"Signs" of futher developments in
the ECOpark Kilen and
contemporary activities.
Exhibition of C2C area devlopment

time

expanding Stac as an importent
stakeholder in Kilen

Establishing the C2C network lab at
Establishing the new extension to
the "Red Barn" including Cefur,
the C2C network lab -the green
Water jet lab and other potential
room. One stop shop.
stakeholders.

Buisness models

2015

establish the ECOpark Kilen Logo
and grafic identity. Continius
contact with media and marketin.

defining a new form of owership
base on shared use and cohousing,
coworking cogardening etc.

creating the local market place at
establish C2C buisness network
the station in connection with Ons
community (healthy food, materials,
stop shop (local healthy food for
living)
pendlers)

Diversity in all scales

2016

2017

Ronnebyhus involved in new
housing devlopment/mixed used

The large scale of diversity in food,
biotopes, people, activities will be
visable to all in ECOpark Kilen

100% clean water leaving ECOpark
Kilen

100% renewable energy production
for ECOpark Kilen

100 % human and ecological health
in ECOpark Kilen

will increase biodiversity by 100 %
exponential each year over 10 years

2024

2018

2024

Guided tour ECOpark Kilen promoting ECOpark Kilen as a new
C2C area devlopment in food,
healthy buildings, shared
owenership and renewable energy
systems

Exporting knowledge devloped in
Stakeholders involvement in housing
ECOpark Kilen.(ECOpark Kilen
New buisness establhment on behalf
generating buisness outside Kilen
of the Ecopar Kilen brand.
area)

cleaning all wasterwater on site

establish wasterscape(remove the
asphalt areas)

Water cycles

collection rainwater and recycling of
wastewater

Small hydro power elements in the
water

solar collectors (extending as the
building development progress)
Small scale diversity in renewable
energy systems.

pyrolysis using waste as a ressource
energy sticks / establishing heating
shuld be analysied as a
and cooling storage /thermal energy
collaboration to the larger power
ifrom the river.
plant (small scale)

Green connection to airport. Solar
panels for energy production

Renewable energy

extension of waterscape area

Establishing the concept of housing
and working areas in shared
owneship.

final standard for human &
ecological health in ECOpark Kilen. Pavillions established by the new
Establish activity scape for children, building standard.
young people, elderly people.

draft for devlopment of a new
standard - define the criterias for
the human & ecological health
standard in ECOpark Kilen

phytoremediation of contaminated
soil

upgrading biodiversity

2018

Human & ecological health

2017

establishing the dome as a
greenhouse focusing on food
upgrading biodiversity
production, cooking and knowledge.

2016

upgradring areas for food
production

2015

massive enhancement of green
area/planting trees along the train
station/tracks

2014

ECOpark Kilen

Biodiversity Enhancement and Landscape

Time

Cradle to Cradle ROADMAP 2014 - 2024

APPENDIX: CRADLE TO CRADLE ROADMAP 2014-2024
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APPENDIX: AREA
Sammanställning BTA

Bio Energy plant
Next Step Centre
Red Barn
Greenroom
Info building
Pavillions

250
780
900
900
200
90

Building Flex use
Building Flex use
Building Flex use
Building Flex use
Building Flex use
Building Flex use
Building Flex use
Building Flex use
Building Flex use

800
500
580
580
580
880
300
150
150

Dome of Visions

350

Multifunction building STAC

3120 red barn cluster

4520 Buildings for Flex use

2800
10790 Buildings west of railway

Eco Grocery store
Carpark
One Stop Market

1100
1620
200

2920 Buildings east of railway
13710 Total BTA

Transport terminal
Remaining on site in first step

6040
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